We use an analytic center cutting plane method (ACCPM) to solve the multiple kernel learning problem. ACCPM has linear convergence but requires very few gradient evaluations, which makes it particularly efficient on large sample sizes. We compare the numerical performance of this algorithm with another recent first-order algorithm on several data sets and use multiple kernel learning to predict stock price movements based on news articles.
Introduction
Multiple kernel learning seeks to minimize an upper bound on the misclassification probability by learning an optimal linear combination of kernels (see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ). It is also used as a substitute to crossvalidation, to select kernel parameters in SVM (see [9, 10] ). The kernel learning problem as formulated in [2] is written: min
where ω C (K) = max {0≤α≤C,α T y=0}
is an upper bound on the probability of misclassification. For general sets K, enforcing Mercer's condition on the kernel K ∈ K makes kernel learning a computationally challenging task. A particular instance of kernel learning, called the multiple kernel learning (MKL) problem in [2] , solves problem (1) with:
where K i 0 are predefined kernels. The restriction d ≥ 0 implies that the learned kernel satisfies Mercer's condition, i.e. K 0, and reduces problem (1) to a quadratically constrained optimization problem which is the focus of this paper. In practice, the size of K need not be too large because cross-validation is often more efficient than adding many kernels of the same family to K.
Current results
Several algorithmic approaches have been tested since the initial formulation of the problem in [2] . The first method, described in [3] solves a smooth reformulation of the nondifferentiable dual problem obtained by switching the max and min in problem (1): minimize α T e − max i { 1 2 α T diag(y)K i diag(y)α} subject to α T y = 0 0 ≤ α ≤ C
in the variables α ∈ ℜ n . A regularization term is added in the primal to problem (4) , which makes the dual a differentiable problem with the same constraints as SVM. A sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm which iteratively optimizes over pairs of variables is used to solve problem (4) . Other approaches for solving larger scale problems are written as a wrapper around an SVM computation. For example, an approach in [5] was to solve the semi-infinite linear program (SILP) formulation:
in the variables λ ∈ ℜ, d ∈ ℜ K . This problem can be derived from (1) by moving the objective ω C (K) to the constraints. The algorithm iteratively adds cutting planes to approximate the infinite linear constraints until the solution is found. Each cut is found by solving an SVM using the current kernel i d i K i . This formulation is adapted to multiclass MKL in [7] where a similar SILP is solved. Finally, a recent approach by [6] solves the formulation:
where
This is simply the initial formulation of problem (1) with the constraints in (3) plugged in. The authors consider the objective J(d) as a differentiable function of d with gradient calculated as:
where α * is the optimal solution to SVM using the kernel i d i K i . This becomes a smooth minimization problem subject to box constraints and one linear equality constraint which is then solved using a reduced gradient method with a line search. Every computation of the objective and gradient requires solving an SVM. Experiments in [6] show this method to be more efficient compared to the semi-infinite linear program solved above. More SVMs are required but warm-starting SVM makes this method somewhat faster. The approach by [6] was also applied to support vector regressions (SVR); the gradient has a similar form to (8) and the algorithm wraps around an SVR solver. Of course, the same method can be used to learn parameters for SVM when a single kernel is used as was done in [9] , which solves (1) with K = {K θ } where K θ is a single kernel parameterized by a vector θ ∈ ℜ d (other performance measures are considered as well).
Contribution
In this paper, we propose using an analytic center cutting plane method (ACCPM) for the multiple kernel learning problem when solving the formulation in (6) . ACCPM for MKL is another SVM wrapper method that performs faster than other such algorithms because convergence is provably achieved in O(n(log 1/ǫ) 2 ) iterations without line searches; only one SVM computation per iteration is needed in contrast to the reduced gradient method described above which requires many. ACCPM is particularly efficient on problems such as MKL where the objective function is hard to evaluate but whose feasible set is simple enough so that analytic centers can be computed easily. Experiments show convergence rates using ACCPM are more consistent for different data sets than with gradient methods, with this comparative advantage increasing with kernel dimension, making MKL a viable tool for relatively large-scale kernels. Furthermore, because it does not suffer from conditioning issues, ACCPM can achieve higher precision targets than gradient methods which converge slowly as they approach optimality. To illustrate our results, we use multiple kernel learning to predict stock price movements based on news data. SVM has already been used in this type of application (see [11, 12] ) based on text alone. Here, we test the impact of mixing stock prices and text information by MKL. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the analytic center cutting plane method and describe its efficiency for the multiple kernel learning problem. In Section 3, we compare the numerical performance of ACCPM with the reduced gradient method on classification and regression problems. We then test our method on financial data.
Analytic Center Cutting Plane Method
As described above, the most efficient methods for MKL are built as wrappers to SVM solvers. However, computational performance with these methods decreases rapidly as kernels increase in dimension because these methods require many SVM computations.
Analytic center cutting plane method
The analytic center cutting plane method (ACCPM) iteratively reduces the volume of a localizing set containing the optimum using cuts derived from a first order convexity property until the volume of the reduced localizing set converges to the target precision. At each iteration, a new center is computed and a cut through this point is added to split the localizing set. The method can be modified according to how the center is selected; in our case the center selected is the analytic center of the localizing set defined below. Note that this method does not require differentiability but still exhibits linear convergence.
We
which we can write as {d ∈ ℜ n |A 0 d ≤ b 0 } (the single inequality constraint can be removed by a different parameterization of the problem) to be our first localization set for the optimal solution. The method then works as follows (see [13] for a more complete reference on cutting plane methods):
Analytic center cutting plane method
where a T i represents the i th row of coefficients from A i in L i , m is the number of rows in A i , and n is the dimension of d (the number of kernels). (8) at the center d i+1 and update the (polyhedral) localization set:
Compute ∇J(d) from
, reduce the number of constraints to 3n.
4. If gap ≤ ǫ stop, otherwise go back to step 1.
The complexity of each iteration breaks down as follows.
Step 1. This step computes the analytic center of a polyhedron and can be solved in O(n 3 ) operations using interior point methods for example.
Step 2. This step updates the polyhedral description. Computation of ∇J(d) requires a single SVM computation which can be speeded up by warm-starting with the SVM solution of the previous iteration.
Step 3. This step requires ordering the constraints according to their relevance in the localization set. One relevance measure for the j th constraint at iteration i is
where f is the objective function of the analytic center problem. Computing the hessian is easy: it requires matrix multiplication of the form A T DA where A is m × n (matrix multiplication is kept inexpensive in this step by pruning redundant constraints) and D is diagonal.
Stopping
Criterion. An explicit duality gap can be calculated at no extra cost at each iteration because we can obtain the dual MKL solution without further computations. The duality gap (as shown in [6] ) is:
where α * is the optimal solution to SVM using the kernel
Complexity. ACCPM is provably convergent in O(n(log 1/ǫ) 2 ) iterations when using a cut elimination scheme as in [14] which keeps the complexity of the localization set bounded. Other schemes are available with slightly different complexities: O(n 2 /ǫ 2 ) is achieved in [15] using (cheaper) approximate centers for example. In practice, ACCPM usually converges linearly as seen in Figure 1 (left) which uses kernels of dimension 500 on the text classification data described in Section 3. To illustrate the affect of increasing the number of kernels on the analytic center problem, Figure 1 (right) shows the increase in time as the number of kernels increases over the first 10 iterations. Gradient methods such as the reduced gradient method used in simpleMKL converge linearly (see [16] ), but require expensive line searches. Therefore, while gradient methods may sometimes converge linearly at a faster rate than ACCPM on certain problems, they may be much slower due to the need to solve many SVM problems per iteration. ACCPM computes the objective and gradient exactly once per iteration and the analytic center problem remains relatively cheap because the dimension of the analytic centering problem (i.e. the number of kernels) is small in most practical applications. Thresholding small kernel weights in MKL to zero can further reduce the dimension of the analytic center problem for more savings. 
Numerical experiments
Here we first demonstrate the computational savings from using ACCPM to solve the MKL problem. We then demonstrate a new application of MKL in text classification.
Computational Savings
As described above, ACCPM computes one SVM computation per iteration and converges linearly. We compare this method with the simpleMKL algorithm which uses a reduced gradient method and also converges fast but computes many more SVMs to perform line searches. The SVMs in the line search are speeded up using warm-starting as described in [6] but in practice, we observe that savings in MKL from warm-starting SVM often do not suffice to make this gradient method more efficient than ACCPM.
In practice, few kernels are usually required in MKL because most kernels can be eliminated more efficiently beforehand using cross-validation, hence we use several families of kernels (linear, gaussian, and polynomial) but very few kernels from each family. Each experiment uses one linear kernel and the same number of gaussian and polynomial kernels giving a total of 3, 7, and 11 kernels (each normalized to trace of 1) in each experiment. We set the duality gap to .01 (a very loose gap) and C to 1000 (after crossvalidation for C ranging between 500 and 5000) for each experiment in order to compare the algorithms on identical problems. We compare simpleMKL with our implementation of accpmMKL using the SVM package in simpleMKL (based on the SVM-KM toolbox [17] and implemented in Matlab) which allows warm-starting. In the final column, we also give the running time for accpmMKL using the LIBSVM [18] solver without warm-starting. Results are averages over 20 experiments done on Linux 64-bit servers with 2.6 GHz CPUs. Table 1 shows that ACCPM is more efficient for the multiple kernel learning problem in a text classification example. Savings from warm-starting SVM in simpleMKL do not overcome the benefit of fewer SVM computations at each iteration in accpmMKL. Furthermore, using a faster SVM solver such as LIB-SVM produces better performance even without warm-starting. The number of kernels used in accpmMKL is higher than with simpleMKL because of the very loose duality gap here. The reduced gradient method of simpleMKL often stops at a much higher precision because the gap is checked after a line search that can achieve high precision in a single iteration and it is this higher precision that reduces the number of kernels. However, for a slightly higher precision, simpleMKL will often stall or converge very slowly; the method is very sensitive to the target precision. The accpmMKL method stops at the desired duality (meaning more kernels) because the gap is checked at each iteration during the linear convergence; however, the convergence is much more stable and consistent for all data sets. For accpmMKL, the number of SVMs is equivalent to the number of iterations. Section 3.2 gives classification performance results on this data set. Table 2 shows an example where accpmMKL is outperformed by simpleMKL. This occurs when the classification task is extremely easy and the optimal mix of kernels is just one kernel. In this case, simpleMKL converges with fewer SVMs. Note though that accpmMKL with LIBSVM is still faster here. Table  3 shows that simpleMKL trains many more SVMs whenever the optimal mix of kernels includes more than one input kernel. A similar formulation to (6) with slightly different objective J(d) for regression problems is discussed in [6] and ACCPM can be applied here as well. Table 4 gives an example showing that accpmMKL is as efficient for regression problems as for classification problems. Overall, accpmMKL has the advantages of consistent convergence rates for all data sets, fewer SVM computations for relevant data sets, and the ability to achieve high precision targets.
MKL for Text Classification
Several systems have been developed that use text for stock price predictions, usually to do text classification with three classes: a large positive, large negative, or small price movement. See [19] for a good survey on various systems developed over the last decade. Two recent systems, described in [11] and [12] , are the only ones to date that use SVM on text for intra-day stock price predictions. This classification problem inputs a text article for features and predicts whether or not the stock price has a large movement by a certain time following the release of the article. Features are created using a predefined dictionary of selected words created using TFIDF and RFE-SVM for feature selection to obtain a final dictionary of 500 words. News articles come from the Reuters Significant Developments database for the period January 2001 through September 2007. Intra-day price data for generating labels was obtained using Wharton Research Data Services and manually smoothed to account for splits and dividends. We select 15 companies that give the most data because each additional company requires independent effort to adjust the price data.
Here, we use kernel mixing between linear, gaussian, and polynomial kernels on the text features with a linear kernel on return features from the 15 minutes prior to an article's release. We run experiments to make predictions on movements that happen at 5 minute intervals from 5 to 300 minutes. For each experiment, the data is divided into a training and testing set with a 70/30 split. Thresholds to determine small versus large price movements were determined to give equal sized categories. Figure 2 (right) shows the number of training and testing examples used for each experiment. The number of examples decreases over time because we exclude articles if the prediction time is after the close of the business day.
We cross-validate over the C parameter in SVM on the training data and determine a final SVM model on the total training set which is used to make predictions on the testing set. Performance of each experiment is measured by accuracy and recall (defined with positive points as a large movement). Figure 3 (left) displays the performance of mixing kernels on text and returns and Figure 3 (right) shows the performance of using a single linear kernel on returns. We note that while prices are known to not convey predictive information, described by the approximately 50% accuracy seen in Figure 3 (right), text does seem to contain predictive information since accuracy above 55% implies predictability in this application. Figure 2 (left) displays the optimal mix of kernels, which is usually a mix of two or three kernels (small effects from other kernels are due to a low precision target in MKL) from different families. Note the returns kernel has no weight. This shows that a mix of text kernels should be more useful for this application than a single kernel. 
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the analytic center cutting plane method is very efficient for the multiple kernel learning problem on practical problems where the set of kernels to choose from is modest. As kernel dimension increases, SVM computations become computationally expensive for line searches in gradient methods that we compare with. ACCPM converges fast and performs fewer overall SVMs than other methods making it most efficient. Furthermore, convergence rates are consistent across each data set and can reach high precision targets. The algorithm has the same advantages when used for classification or regression. 
